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Dear Colleagues 
 
School Trip Guidance for the Autumn Term 
Last week saw more updated guidance published for schools as they reopen. Northern Ireland has 
provided no specific advice, but in England, Wales and Scotland the advice is identical: non-
residential trips are allowed but residentials are still advised against. Whilst this was expected, a 
concern for the sector is that there is no sign as to when this might change and not even a date has 
been published for when the guidance will be reviewed. Therefore we have no indication as to 
whether there are plans to look at changing the advice after half term or whether the restrictions 
are likely to continue until at least the spring term. This uncertainly may well impact on bookings. 
Therefore we will be going all out with our day, blended and digital learning offer to schools, 
focussing on what we can do, rather than what we can’t. As I said last week this is consistent with 
the planning assumptions we made. 
 
Future FSC 
We are putting together a comprehensive consultation pack that will set out the rationale behind 
the proposals along with some more background information. In putting this together we are trying 
to anticipate the questions that staff are likely to ask and provide the kind of information that we 
hope you will find helpful. The aim is to provide a transparent “go to” document with all the 
information in one place for everyone across FSC to see at the same time.  
 
When the document is available, the Q&As can be quickly updated as and when further questions 
arise. You will be able to send your questions in, but I’d ask that you hold off from emailing HR until 
after the document is published and you have had a chance to read it and discuss it with your staff 
reps.  
 
 
Updated Holiday and Travel Advice for Staff  
If, like me, your holiday and travel plans have been caught up in the rapidly changing quarantine 
rules, HR have updated the Coronavirus FAQs for staff and page 5 has guidance for those of you 
planning to travel abroad and also for those who need to self-isolate on return.    
 
Talking of sticking to the rules, I’ve mentioned in my previous emails the importance of everyone 
doing the Covid Secure Training so if you haven’t got round to it yet, please do so as soon as 
possible. 
 
COVID-19 Vaccine Trials 
I know that many staff have been involved in all sorts of aspects of the national effort to combat 
Covid-19 from testing apps to donating blood so I thought I would flag up this opportunity for those 
that might be interested and able to join the 100,000 people who have already volunteered to take 
part in trials to speed up a safe and effective vaccine. Information can be found on the NHS website 
here.   
 
News from across FSC 
The Certified Location inspector for Castle Head’s caravan site not only approved the works, but he 
liked it so much that he stayed for 4 days. Don’t forget to send me your good news and nominations 
for a special mention because so much good work goes on unnoticed.  
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-how-to-self-isolate-when-you-travel-to-the-uk/coronavirus-covid-19-how-to-self-isolate-when-you-travel-to-the-uk
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-how-to-self-isolate-when-you-travel-to-the-uk/coronavirus-covid-19-how-to-self-isolate-when-you-travel-to-the-uk
https://fieldstudiescouncil.sharepoint.com/Document%20Archive/Forms/AllItems.aspx?originalPath=aHR0cHM6Ly9maWVsZHN0dWRpZXNjb3VuY2lsLnNoYXJlcG9pbnQuY29tLzpmOi9nL0Vta0JHeC1jNVVsS2xyQ04wVmZydnA0QmJ4VTlQcmRCVEJlLU1QU0EwbTIxYXc%5FcnRpbWU9eUpveTJTcEUyRWc&id=%2FDocument%20Archive%2FHealth%20and%20Safety%2FCovid%2D19%2F04%20HR%20docs%2F20%2008%2019%20Coronavirus%20FAQs%20%2D%20Staff%20v8%2Epdf&parent=%2FDocument%20Archive%2FHealth%20and%20Safety%2FCovid%2D19%2F04%20HR%20docs
https://staffnews.field-studies-council.org/mark-castles-weekly-catch-up/
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/research/coronavirus-vaccine-research/


This week we say au revoir to Janine Maddison who is leaving to take up a PhD that seems to have 
been designed for her. The focus is on evaluating benefits of virtual fieldwork experiences for 
enhancing fieldwork in the biosciences. The position combines research and teaching in both the lab 
and field so she will still get the face to face contact with students that she so enjoys. This also 
means that she will be popping up as a customer in at least one FSC centre. Janine will be much 
closer to her family in Newcastle, but her many friends and colleagues at FSC will miss her.  
 
Keep well and stay safe 
 
Mark 
 


